CLOUD CONNECTIVITY STRATEGY GUIDE
A Guide for Assessing the Efficiency & Scalability
of Cloud Connections for Enterprises

WELCOME
WELCOME
Thanks for your interest in our Cloud Connectivity Strategy
Guide. At Zayo, we have seen hundreds of enterprises
shift into the cloud over the last decade. Now, savvy
enterprises are paying more and more attention to their
cloud connectivity strategy—essentially how their data
and workloads move between different clouds, enterprise
locations, and data centers.

This guide is meant to walk you through how to think about
your cloud connectivity strategy. Our goal is to provide you
with some questions to ask in order to build out your own
custom-built strategy uniquely designed for your enterprise.

This guide is meant to walk you through how to think about
your cloud connectivity strategy. Our goal is to provide you
with some questions to ask in order to build out your own
custom-built strategy uniquely designed for your enterprise.

Happy Strategizing,
Tyler
TYLER COATES
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT
ENTERPRISE, ZAYO
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How far along is our
enterprise in the journey
to the cloud?
When it comes to digital transformation, some
enterprises are just now dipping their toes into the waters
of cloud. Other enterprises were born in the cloud, many
as startups, and have never known life without relying on
cloud technology.
In either scenario, enterprises are moving towards the
cloud and often towards the public cloud. In fact, according
to the RightScale 2018 “State of the Cloud” Report,
“38% of enterprises see public cloud as their top priority,
up from 29% in 2017.” 1

38%
29%

AREAS TO ASSESS:
• What is the breakdown of storage &
applications between your enterprise’s
on-prem locations, data centers,
private cloud, and public clouds?
• How well do each of these areas
perform for your enterprise?

2017

2018

• Which teams are already consuming
cloud-based resources within your
larger enterprise and what is their
maturity level?

38% OF ENTERPRISES SEE PUBLIC CLOUD AS THEIR
TOP PRIORITY, UP FROM 29% IN 2017

1. https://www.rightscale.com/lp/state-of-the-cloud
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Which cloud service
providers are we
actively utilizing today?
Cloud Services Providers allow organizations to store and
manage data and workloads off-prem. Today, according to
the RightScale report, “the number of respondents now
adopting public cloud is 92 percent, up from 89 percent in
2017.” 1 On top of that, most enterprises utilize a multicloud mix of Amazon Web Services (AWS), Microsoft Azure,
and Google (GCP). Of the RightScale respondents, 64% use
AWS, 45% use Azure, and 18% use GCP for public cloud
computing. 1
Use cases vary from enterprise to enterprise but may
use AWS for access to a wide range and deep breath of
cloud service features, Azure for easy cloud migration and
integration with Windows systems, and GCP for advanced
AI and machine learning capabilities.

AREAS TO ASSESS:
• Which major CSPs am I
currently utilizing?
• Which do I plan to utilize in the
future and why?

92%

• Am I utilizing my CSPs strategically
by assigning specific data and
workloads to each?

92 PERCENT OF RIGHTSCALE RESPONDENTS ARE
ADOPTING PUBLIC CLOUD, UP FROM 89 PERCENT IN 2017

1. https://www.rightscale.com/lp/state-of-the-cloud
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How do I connect to
each of my enterprise’s
major CSPs?
There are a few ways to connect to the public cloud. The
first, public internet, is the easiest, most available connection
protocol companies can utilize to connect to their public
cloud, but it is also the lowest performing.		
Public internet delivers higher latency times and higher data
loading times. Slow moving applications and workloads cost
companies significant dollars in the form of lost productivity,
lower user satisfaction, and limited availability of key
features. Additionally, public internet connections typically
cost about three times that of direct connections as most
CSPs charge enterprises about $0.09/G in data egress fees
when utilizing the public internet. Conversely, CSPs typically
reward enterprises for direct connections by lowering those
same data egress charges to only $0.02/G after a direct
connection has been implemented.
Another common option for cloud connectivity is through
a data center. This is a convenient option in many cases,
especially if an enterprise is already storing data and
workloads in a data center. However, routing all data and
workloads through a data center can be inefficient. Many
data centers cannot route enterprises to each cloud service
provider they need to connect to. Additionally, connecting
directly from an enterprise location to major CSPs can often
be more efficient than first routing through a data center.

AREAS TO ASSESS:
• How am I connecting to each of
my CSPs?
• Am I relying on the public internet
in any cases?

$0.09/G
PUBLIC INTERNET
EGRESS FEES

• For which locations and workloads
should I prioritize a direct cloud
connectivity solution?
DIRECT
CONNECTION
EGRESS FEES

$0.02/G

• Are there mission critical,
cloud-based apps that I need
to ensure high performance
for by implementing workload
prioritization?

PUBLIC INTERNET CONNECTIONS TYPICALLY COST
ABOUT THREE TIMES THAT OF DIRECT CONNECTIONS
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Which factors impact
our cloud connectivity
strategy most?
Performance - If your enterprise is relying on the public
cloud for compute power to run mission-critical applications
such as a CRM, ERP, or POS platform, you need the cloud
to work for you without latency or outages. Major CSPs
consistently perform well, but without a direct connection,
enterprises are relying on an unreliable source to access
these applications. Direct connections allow enterprises
to prioritize important applications and workloads above
lower-value traffic, such as internet browsing.
Scale - Many enterprises today manage a global network
infrastructure, meaning their data and workloads are
completely distributed across continents, countries, and
regions. Analyzing each location and its importance will lead
to insights about which type of connectivity is needed.
Security - If your enterprise manages sensitive data
such as customer records, financial transactions, HIPAA
compliant materials, or GDPR regulated data, a secure
connection to the cloud is necessary. Public internet
connections are inherently less-secure than direct
connections because traffic is separated and isolated in a
specific, designated path.
Flexibility - Enterprise IT shops have varying degrees of
cloud connectivity management experience. Some may
simply require dark fiber connectivity, while others choose
to shift additional management of the transport layer to
their MSP via waves, ethernet or IP-VPN. Evaluating the
current network is important in determining the best cloud
connectivity protocol.

Understanding how your enterprise
connects to the cloud is crucial, but
understanding which factors impact
cloud connectivity is even more
important.

Cost Savings - Many enterprises start using the cloud
because it is simple to implement, secure to rely on, and
relatively easy to scale. However, many enterprises don’t
realize the financials associated with transporting data
from the cloud to their enterprise and are surprised to
find out just how much they are spending each month on
data egress fees. If cloud cost optimization is important,
evaluating a direct connection is an easy way to bring down
your monthly cloud operating expenses.
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How can we set-up a
cloud strategy today that
will grow and scale with
us tomorrow?
If you fall in line with the majority of enterprises, you are
likely thinking about expanding your public cloud usage.
In fact, “20 percent of enterprises plan to more than double
public cloud spend in 2018, and 71 percent will grow public
cloud spend more than 20 percent.”1
As your enterprise continues to grow, a well thought
out cloud and cloud connectivity strategy will lead to
cost optimizations, security benefits, and performance
boosts. Conversely, a cobbled together cloud connectivity
strategy will lead to security risks, wasted spend, and
applications fraught with performance and latency issues.
Now is the time to build a foundation for your cloud
connectivity strategy so that as you grow, your cloud
usage can easily keep pace.

AREAS TO ASSESS:

20%

OF ENTERPRISES WILL
MORE THAN DOUBLE THEIR
PUBLIC CLOUD SPEND
IN 2018

• What are my plans for growth and
expansion (new data centers, new
CSPs, new enterprise locations)?
• Which locations and clouds
are most important to me to
implement direct connections?

71%

OF ENTERPRISES WILL GROW
THEIR PUBLIC CLOUD SPEND BY
MORE THAN 20% IN 2018

1. https://www.rightscale.com/lp/state-of-the-cloud
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Building Your Strategy
Take time to access your own cloud connectivity
strategy by using the matrix below.

CURRENT
STORAGE
ECOSYSTEM
Check all that apply:

CURRENT
CSPs
Check all that apply:

On-Prem

AWS

Data Centers

Azure

Public Cloud

Google

Private Cloud

Oracle
IBM
Zayo Cloud

CURRENT
CONNECTIVITY
MODELS
Match each CSP to
its corresponding
protocol:

 ublic
P
Internet
 outer through
R
Data Center
 irect
D
Connectivity

CLOUD
CONNECTIVITY
MODELS
Rank these factors:

FUTURE
PLANS
Check all that apply:

Security

New Data Centers

Performance

New CSPs

Scale

New Locations

Flexibility

 xpanded Reliance
E
on Cloud

Cost Savings

Others:
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Introducing CloudLink
CloudLink is a direct, private
connection from enterprise
locations and data centers to
the public cloud including AWS,
Azure, Google Cloud Platform,
and over 50 others.

Enterprise

CloudLink is a flexible solution
that grows with each enterprise’s
individual cloud strategy.
Because CloudLink brings the
cloud to the enterprise using
Zayo’s global network, we scale
easily with companies as they
add new locations, new clouds,
and migrate new workloads.

Data Center

SaaS

CloudLink brings the cloud to you.

PERFORMANCE: CloudLink offers
customers consistent speeds up to
100G through Zayo’s predictable
network routes and protected
core network.

SCALE: Through Zayo’s 12M mile allfiber backbone, CloudLink connects
enterprises from the first and last mile
to 50+ Cloud Services providers, via
300+ global on-ramps, in over 365
different markets across the world.

SECURITY: CloudLink keeps customer
data safe by avoiding the risks of the
public internet, protecting customers
from DDoS attacks and ensuring
traffic is private.

COST SAVINGS: CloudLink customers
are rewarded by major CSPs through
a reduction in data egress fees by
about 3x.

FLEXIBILITY: CloudLink offers multiple
connection protocols including dark
fiber, waves, ethernet, and IP-VPN
as well as tiered SLAs based on
bandwidth needs.

EASE: CloudLink can be ordered and
managed on Zayo’s user-friendly
platform, Tranzact, in two minutes
or less.
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Next Steps
& Thank You
Thanks for taking the time to review
our Cloud Connectivity Strategy Guide.
We hope it was helpful to you as you
strategize your next moves along your
digital transformation journey.
The team at Zayo is here to help you
reach your cloud connectivity goals by
partnering with you to build a customdesigned strategy for your enterprise.

Reach out to your Zayo account
executive to set-up a conversation
about CloudLink today.
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